
Case study: Casintra
Multi-client and  multi-warehouse logistics for a 3PL operator

Country:  Spain

Logistics operator Casintra manages and oversees all the processes of its five installations in Spain (four in Asturias and 
one in Barcelona) by using a single warehouse management system (WMS). Via its cloud-based modality, Easy WMS by 
Mecalux flawlessly organizes the 2,000 available SKUs and allows the company to work online with its customers. Using 
any device with an internet connection, its customers can connect to the WMS to find out the status of their inventory at 
any time. With this software, the 3PL operator can carry out an exhaustive control of its customers’ logistics and know 
what process each of them requires and when. 

Strength in unity
Casintra was founded in 1971 in Asturias 
(Spain) as an association of small transpor-
tation businesses that set out to compete 
with the sector’s large corporations (both 
national and foreign). It has now become a 
renowned 3PL company offering regional, 
national and international transportation 
for all types of firms.

A 3PL (third-party logistics) operator offers 
service adapted to the requirements of the 
businesses that contract it. These types of 
providers aim to optimize their customers’ 
supply chains and do away with the need 
for clients to have their own fleet of vehicles 
or warehouses. In accomplishing this, 3PL 
providers have to be flexible to adapt to cus-
tomer requests and new market trends.

Casintra boasts four installations in 
Asturias (three in Siero and one in Gijón) 
and a fifth in Barcelona that contain all of 
its customers’ goods. “To serve more com-
panies, in the next few months, we are go-
ing to expand the storage capacity of our 
Barcelona warehouse and build new lo-
gistics centers in other areas of Spain,” af-
firms Javier García, Operations Manager at 
Casintra. 

All the installations are multi-client envi-
ronments: the goods of various compa-
nies from different sectors (mainly food 
and beverage) are stored in a single space, 
which requires “precise, error-free trace-
ability,” emphasizes Javier García. One 
of its biggest customers is a well-known 
Spanish dairy firm.

In the past, Casintra used a WMS that 
worked without radiofrequency tech-
nology. Management was carried out 
through a computer, “but we were aiming 
for more,” notes Javier García. The com-
pany sought to optimize its flows, multiply 
the profitability of its operations and carry 
out rigorous stock control. In addition, one 
of the priorities of this 3PL provider was 
connectivity. According to its Operations 
Manager, “we wanted to be able to inform 
customers about the availability of their 
products at all times.” Casintra came to 
the conclusion that it needed a much more 
modern WMS with additional functional-
ities. In the end, it chose Mecalux “because 
of its experience in developing warehouse 
management systems and the quality of 
its software products,” stresses García.
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A multi-warehouse WMS
Mecalux has installed the Saas (Software 
as a Service) cloud-based version of Easy 
WMS. It is equipped with high perfor-
mance servers in the cloud that ensure the 
excellent performance of the WMS, adapt-
ed to the volume of business activity.

The firm can access Easy WMS from any 
internet-connected browser or device. 
With this solution — involving a minimal 
investment in software infrastructure — 
Casintra has improved its logistics.

One of the advantages of the cloud-based 
Easy WMS is its multi-warehouse struc-
ture; that is, Casintra can control the oper-
ations of all its installations in Asturias and 
Barcelona simultaneously. In the near fu-
ture, the company will be able to manage 
the new warehouses to be opened using 
the same WMS.

For practical purposes, Casintra’s ware-
houses are run as if they were installations 
belonging to the customers themselves. 
To do this, communication is key. The dairy 
firm, for example, communicates with 
Easy WMS through SAP ERP to indicate the 
most appropriate storage criteria when 
depositing each item and establish which 
orders need to be prepared.

As Casintra has brought 
radiofrequency 
technology to its 
installations, operators 
are in constant 
communication with the 
WMS via RF terminals

“Easy WMS carries out extremely strict monitoring 
of our warehouse operations and can be integrated 
with our customers’ systems. This adds value to our 
portfolio of services.”

Javier García
Operations Manager at Casintra

operators receive the orders and merely 
confirm that they have been fulfilled to re-
ceive more. “The terminals are very intui-
tive and require little training,” highlights 
Javier García.

Control of operations
According to Casintra’s Operations 
Manager, “Easy WMS has provided us 
with multiple advantages, among which I 
would emphasize strict control of all pro-
cesses, such as goods receipt, internal 
movements and order prep.”

Casintra’s warehouses receive an average 
of 1,000 pallets a day (600 in the four in-
stallations in Asturias and 400 in the one 
in Barcelona), which the operators identify 
one by one. They simply scan the barcode 
with the RF terminal, and the WMS assigns 
each pallet a location.

“We store a total of 2,000 SKUs,” notes 
Javier García. Order and traceability are es-
sential to the management of such a high 
number of SKUs, especially when dealing 
with various customers. Every day at each 
of the warehouses, operators prepare 
70 orders, all containing about 15 lines. 

To do so, they move up and down the 
aisles, picking products directly off the pal-
lets on the lower levels of the racks. Easy 

Warehouse management software for a 3PL operator
With the expansion of e-commerce and the increasing complexity of supply 
chain processes, more and more companies are deciding to outsource their lo-
gistics activities. A logistics operator is a company that provides storage and 
transportation services to other businesses, regardless of sector. In fact, it acts 
as an intermediary between companies and their customers.

The operations of 3PL providers are remarkably complex. They manage many 
different SKUs, processing each one of them in a specific way; they also prepare 
and dispatch multiple orders in the shortest possible time.

Cooperation between manufacturers and logistics providers has become a cru-
cial factor in driving companies’ competitiveness. The installation of a ware-
house management system enables logistics operators to have more compre-
hensive control over their customer’s logistics, as they know what processes 
each client requires and when. The WMS shows how much stock is available 
and where it is located, in addition to organizing dispatches through the various 
transportation agencies.

A WMS such as Mecalux’s Easy WMS equips logistics operators 
with the following:

- Item master with management by owners.
- Multi-warehouse management.
- Stock traceability.
- Process visibility based on product ownership.
- Dispatch organization by transportation agency.

The SaaS version of Easy WMS allows 
Casintra to work online with all its custom-
ers at a very low cost via a completely se-
cure private network. “To know the status 
of their inventory, customers access Easy 
WMS with a password,” explains Javier 
García. 

Casintra has also implemented radiofre-
quency technology in all its warehous-
es. Through the use of (RF) terminals, the 
WMS tells operators what to do with each 
of the products (where to pick and depos-
it them, etc.), minimizing the risk of mak-
ing mistakes. With this system, commu-
nication with the WMS is extremely fluid: 



Technical data

Advantages for Casintra

- Multi-warehouse management: with its high-performance servers in the cloud, Easy WMS manages 
all the firm’s installations in Asturias and Barcelona  without error.

- Multi-client warehouses: Easy WMS precisely controls the 2,000 items of all the 3PL operator’s 
customers and assigns them a location based on their SKU, demand level and characteristics.

- Connection with customers: Casintra can work online with its customers so that they can know the 
status of their products whenever they wish.

- Rigorous process control: the RF terminals enable good communication  between workers and Easy 
WMS. The WMS tells the operators what to do with the 1,000 pallets received daily and how to prepare 
all the orders in the fastest way possible.

Warehouses 5

Total surface area 5.44 acres

SKUs 2,000

Receipts/day 1,000 pallets

Logistics of  
a 3PL operator

BARCELONA WAREHOUSE

GIJÓN WAREHOUSE

SIERO 3  WAREHOUSE

SIERO 2  WAREHOUSE

SIERO 1  WAREHOUSE

WMS shows the workers which locations 
to go to, which products to extract, and in 
what quantity. 

Lastly, companies notify Easy WMS of 
the orders to be sent to customers. The 
WMS then tells the operators which or-
ders to move to the dispatch area. Every 
day, a total of 600 pallets are distributed 
from Asturias, while 170 are shipped from 
Barcelona.

A connected supply chain
With Easy WMS by Mecalux, Casintra can 
provide the service its customers expect. 
The WMS executes precise control of the 
2,000 available SKUs and oversees in real 
time the storage and picking tasks carried 
out at the five warehouses.

One of the benefits of the cloud version of 
Easy WMS is connectivity. Using a single 
system, Casintra can manage all the opera-
tions of its five installations, as well as work 
online with customers and inform them 
about the status of their stock at any time. 

The WMS by Mecalux also stands out for 
its versatility and scalability, as it adapts to 
changes and business growth. With Easy 
WMS, Casintra can open its door to new 
opportunities.

Dispatches/day 770 pallets

Orders/day 70

Lines/order 15


